
Functional modeling is an important step in product design, parti-
cularly when defining product architecture. Several systematic
methods guide the development of functional models and produce

graphical representations such as function structures1–4. However, func-
tional modeling is rarely considered a quantitative activity. In this paper
we introduce the concept of aquantitativefunctional model—a vector rep-
resentation of a product in which the number of distinct sub-functions
determine the dimension of the vector and the customer need rankings of
each sub-function determine the magnitude. By aggregating these models
into a product database (a matrix of products and functions), the quantitat-
ive functional model represents a powerful new manner of archiving and
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transmitting product design knowledge. Other recent work has pursued
varying forms of storing and extracting design knowledge from existing
products5,6.

The product database, through numerical manipulation, groups products
together based on functionality and customer needs. This provides a tool
for product architecture development. For example, an early functional
model of a product (i.e. a function structure) can be transformed to its
quantitative equivalent and used to find other functionally similar products.
These existing products, similar in function and customer needs, provide
a source for concept generation, benchmarking or design by analogy tech-
niques. This is a powerful way to use corporate design knowledge for
new products or redesign of existing products. Additionally, by identifying
products that are similar in function and customer needs, it sets the stage
for modular product architecture development by defining common mod-
ules across product lines. Modular product architectures, in particular, offer
distinct manufacturing advantages as well as opportunities for automation
in the design process. Automated design techniques for combining compo-
nents (modules, in essence) quickly generate alternatives, and, in some
cases, optimize some product features7–12.

For modular products, the database of quantitative functional models pro-
vides another benefit—the ability to associate a customer need rating with
a module. Using the initial customer need ratings of the database, the datab-
ase may be manipulated to compute an aggregate customer need rating for
a group of sub-functions defining a module. This provides a unique justifi-
cation of a modular product architecture by customer need.

Since the quantitative functional model incorporates customer need data,
a review of systematic techniques to gather customer needs follows the
nomenclature section. A modular product architecture method for ident-
ifying modules from a functional model is then presented. In section 3, the
methodology for developing and using a product database of quantitative
functional models is presented. The theory and applications presented in
this paper are the result of recent work in the areas of relating customer
needs to sub-functions and modular product architecture at The University
of Texas at Austin and the University of Missouri-Rolla.

1 Glossary of terms and nomenclature
Several terms and variables are introduced in the development of the quan-
titative functional model methodology. In order to avoid confusion, these
terms are defined below.
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Module: a physical product sub-structure having a one-to-one
correspondence with a subset of a product’s
functional elements.

Product family: a group of products that are similar in function and
customer needs.

Product vector a vector indicating a product’s functionality and
(φ): customer need ratings for each sub-function.

Product–function a collection of product vectors which forms am × n
(F) matrix: matrix, wherem is the total number of distinct sub-

functions present in the product set andn is the
number of products.

Normalized the product–function matrix after being normalized
product–function for differing customer need ratings and product
(N) matrix: complexity.

Product–product a symmetric matrix (computed fromN) that
(L) matrix: compares the similarity of all products in the

database based on function and customer needs.

Aggregate a derived customer need ranking for a group of sub-
customer need functions which forms a module.
ranking:

2 Review

2.1 Gathering customer needs
The customeris a statistical concept; there are numerous potential pur-
chasers of a new product being designed. Thecustomer populationis the
set of persons whom we want to be purchasers of a new product. Typically
the customer population is varied; different customers use the product dif-
ferently, have different objectives for the product, operate the product in
different environments, and generally have different expectations. There
are various strategies that might be adopted for dealing with such diversity,
from offering a single product, forcing customers to be happy with that
offering, to permitting customization of features on the product, to offering
a portfolio of different offerings, each tailored to a market niche. To drive
this decision making task, the customer population must be understood in
terms of their criteria for evaluating the product offering.
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In this analysis, a statistical representation of the product customer needs
is the desired result. This result can be as basic as a list of needs, as
distilled from interviews from the customer. The resulting list might be
augmented with importance weightings, determined through questionnaires
with the importance of each need determined independently of the others
as statistical distributions and an average weight.

When comparing methods to gather customer needs, conducting interviews
is the method that provides the most information per quantity of effort.
Griffin and Hauser13 report that focus groups are more costly to attain
the same amount of information. They also report that interviewing nine
customers for one hour each will obtain over 90% of the customer needs
that would be uncovered when interviewing 60 customers, as observed on
a single function product (industrial lunch pails). Such a rule is not entirely
valid for multi-function products, implying the sample size of customers
must grow as the number of product functions increases.

Thus, for the purpose of this research, customer needs are gathered through
interview methods. If a product is being evolved, it is assumed that the
customer uses the current generation of the product during the interview.
Anywhere between 10 and 30 interviews are conducted for a product,
depending on its possible uses and complexities. The statements provided
by the customers are recorded in their voice, subsequently interpreted,
aggregated, and verified by the customers, and then weights are assigned
by a range of customers through questionnaires or follow up interviews.
Recorded responses include likes, dislikes, and latent needs, as observed
by the interviewers. Likewise, the weights are recorded as averages and
standard deviations (if needed). Based on this process, a list of categorized
customer needs is obtained, with associated weights on a scale of 1–5 or
1–10 (the higher the number, the more important the need).

2.2 Modular product architecture—identifying modules
Modular product architectures are treated in a variety of ways in recent
literature. Ulrich and Tung14 qualitatively define modular products and
identify six basic types of modular products. Matrix based methods provide
the first mathematical attempt at clumping sub-functions of functional mod-
els into modules based on certain criteria such as interaction or life cycle
engineering requirements15–19. Others offer methods for integrating mod-
ules into a product once they are identified2,20. There is also work
investigating the economic aspects of selecting common components for
product families21,22. Most recently, modular product architecture focuses
on a combination of heuristic and quantitative efforts to develop a compre-
hensive modular design methodology23–27. These methods identify modules
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from a functional model of a product, create rough geometric layouts and
group products into families based on function.

Stone et al.25,26 develop a set of three heuristics for identification of mod-
ules from a functional description. This work provides a systematic method
for clustering elements which is lacking from previous approaches to
modular product architecture14,20. The heuristics require a functional model
in the form of a function structure, where sub-functions are then clustered
based on flow (energy, material, or signal) relationships. The three heuristic
propositions are stated below and shown schematically in Figures 1–3.

Dominant Flow Proposition: the set of sub-functions which a flow
passes through, from entry or initiation of the flow in the system to
exit from the system or conversion of the flow within the system,
define a module.
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Branching Flow Proposition: parallel function chains associated with
a flow that branches constitute modules. Each of the modules inter-
faces with the remainder of the product through the flow at the
branch location.
Convert–Transmit Proposition: a conversion sub-function or a con-
version–transmission pair or proper chain of sub-functions constitutes
a module.

Application of the heuristics represents a simple, but elegant way of ident-
ifying modules at a functional level. As an example of the heuristic
methods, consider the function structure of a power screwdriver shown in
Figure 4. The dominant flow module identifies three modules:coupling,
supply electricityand torque transmission. The branching flow module
identifies modules based on flows that branch. Here, the flowsbit, handand
human forcebranch to identify the modulescoupling/decoupling, coupling,
manual use, rotational lockandpositioning. Note that different heuristics
may identify overlapping modules or modules that are subsets of others.
Finally, the convert–transmit heuristic identifies theelectricity to torque
module. The identified modules suggest groups of sub-functions that can
be combined into a single component or independent set of grouped
components. The next question, though, asks if there are certain modules
that are more valuable to implement than others. We answer that question
with the quantitative assessment method in the next section.

3 Methodology: generating a product database,
product families and aggregate customer need
rankings
The quantitative functional model methodology for developing product
architectures presented in this section has three phases, as shown in Figure
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5. Inputs and outputs of each phase are indicated by arrows. The first

phase produces a database composed of quantitative functional models of

products. The database represents a unique design knowledge archival and

transmission mechanism. It combines both functional and customer needs

information about product designs in a compact, numerical form. Its steps

include the key correlation of customer need ratings to sub-functions which

forms product vectors and the aggregation of product vectors into a pro-

duct–function matrix. The second phase manipulates the database to ident-

ify groups of similar products, which can share similar product architec-

tures. In the third phase, the product database is used to compute aggregate

customer need ratings for modules. This allows original customer needs

ratings to be used to support product architecture choices even though those

issues were not directly addressed in the interview process.
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Figure 4 Function structure of a SKIL power screwdriver with modules identified by the heuristic methods
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3.1 The product database
The first phase of the methodology creates the product–function matrix
and assumes that a number of products are being studied. For each product,
a function structure and a list of rated customer needs is required. The
function structure should be expressed in a common form, i.e. a common
vocabulary of functions and flows from which sub-function descriptions
are chosen. One such common form is detailed in Little et al.28, and is
followed in this article. The customer needs are compiled as discussed in
section 3.

3.1.1 Step 1: create the product vector
This step begins with two inputs: (1) customer need ratings scaled to the
range of 1 (optional) to 5 (must have),2,4,29 and (2) a function structure
expressed in a standard form28,30. The scaled customer need ratings are then
mapped to the sub-functions of the product function structure to produce a
product vector,φ. This step is broken into two tasks. First, each customer
need is associated with a flow or set of flows. Then, by following each
flow through the function structure, sub-functions are related to flows and
receive the original customer need rating if the sub-function addresses the
customer need. Sub-functions may address more than one customer need,
and thus receive the cumulative value of the customer need ratings.

Some sub-functions of a product may not be directly associated with any
customer need, though they are essential to the mechanics of the overall
function. These sub-functions are termedsupporting functions. The sub-
functions that do have a direct correlation are calledcarrier functions. So
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that the supporting functions are not neglected in the arithmetic manipu-
lation that follows, they are given a value of 1. To maintain the five-point
resolution of the customer needs ranking, a value of 1 is added to the
carrier functions as well. Now the scale is 1–6, where a value of 1 denotes
a supporting function and a value of 6 denotes an essential or highly
important function. Note that values greater than 6 can exist when a sub-
function relates to more than one customer need.

3.1.2 Example: power screwdriver product vector
An example of the customer need rating to sub-function correlation is
shown in Table 1. This example examines the SKIL power screwdriver
first examined in section 3. The first and second columns list the customer
needs and their scaled rating. The third column identifies the flows that
directly affect the stated customer need. The relationship between customer
need and flow is often evident, but inevitably some engineering judgment
is required. The final column is where engineering judgment is definitely
required. By following the flows through the function structure, shown
previously in Figure 4, we identify the sub-functions that directly meet the
customer need.
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Table 1 Step 1: generating a product vector. Task 1 involves correlating customer needs to flows and
sub-functions for the SKIL power screwdriver example

Customer need Scaled cust. need rating Associated flow(s) Associated sub-function(s)
(1–5)

Powerful 5 Electricity, torque Convert elect. to torque,
change torque

Fast 4 Electricity, torque Convert elect. to torque
Long lasting battery 5 Electricity Store electricity
Short charge time 4 Electricity Store electricity
Manual use capability 4 Hand, human force Import human hand,

import human force,
secure rotation

Reversible (screw and 4 Electricity, torque Actuate electricity
unscrew)
Lightweight 4 Human force, electricity Import human force,

convert elect. to torque
Weight balance 2 Human force Regulate rotation, regulate

translation
Small size 3 Hand, electricity Import human hand
Comfortable handle 2 Hand Import human hand
Automatic shut-off 3 Electricity Actuate electricity
Interchangeable tips 4 Bit Secure solid
Maintenance free 1 Torque, bit, human force Dissipate torque, store

solid
Variable velocity 3 Electricity Regulate electricity



Consider the customer need powerful. It is associated with the flowselec-
tricity and torque. Following the flow ofelectricity through the function
structure, we identify the sub-functionconvert electricity to torqueas
directly impacting that need. Considering the flowtorque, it affects the
screwdriver’s power through the sub-functionchange torque.

Once the associated sub-functions are identified, each receives the value
of the original customer need rating. This process effectively assigns a
customer need rating to those sub-functions which are viewed as directly
affecting the associated customer need. These customer-need ratings are
then summed to produce the value of the weighted sub-function as shown
in Table 2. Note that the third column of Table 2 forms the product vector
for the SKIL power screwdriver.

3.1.3 Step 2: form the product–function matrix (i.e. the
product database)
Once the product vectors are formed, they are aggregated to form a product
database. This database represents the basic mechanism for archiving pro-
duct design knowledge. To form the product–function matrix, each product
vector is transformed to am × 1 vector, wherem is the total number of
different sub-functions forn products. Sincem is typically greater than the
original dimension of the product vector, zeros are added to indicate sub-
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Table 2 Step 1: generating the product vector. Completion of Task 2 gives the weighted sub-function
values for the SKIL power screwdriver product vector

Sub-function Associated customer need ratings Weighted cust. need rating

Actuate electricity 4, 3, 1 8
Allow rot. DOF 1 1
Change torque 5,1 6
Convert elect. to torque 5, 4, 4, 1 14
Couple solid 1 1
Dissipate torque 1,1 2
Import human force 4, 4, 1 9
Import human hand 4, 3, 2, 1 10
Regulate electricity 3, 1 4
Regulate rotation 2, 1 3
Regulate translation 2, 1 3
Rotate solid 1 1
Secure rotation 4,1 5
Secure solid 4,1 5
Separate solid 1 1
Store electricity 5,4,1 10
Supply electricity 1 1
Transmit torque 1 1



functions that do not exist in a given product. The product vectors are then
arranged into am × n product–function matrixF. Each elementφij is the
cumulative customer need rating for theith function of thejth product.

3.1.4 Example: aggregating product vectors to form the
product–function matrix
Consider the power screwdriver product vector from the previous example.
In order to create a new product database, we must aggregate it with other
product vectors. An additional product vector for a DeWalt power sander
is developed. Both the vectors are shown in Figure 6(a). The power screw-
driver has 18 different sub-functions while the power sander has 21.
Between the two products there are 32 distinct sub-functions. Therefore,
the initial database of two products is represented by a 32× 2 matrix,
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as DOF in the sub-function description



shown in Figure 6(b). Note that zeros are added to the original product
vectors to indicate sub-functions that are not present in the product.

3.1.5 Step 3: normalize the product–function matrix
SinceF (from Step 2) is designed to accumulate product design knowledge
over time, it may have many different contributors. The systematic methods
for gathering customer needs and developing functional models make the
product vector generation step (Step 1) less designer-dependent, but they
still generate product vectors of varying detail. To compensate for these
variations,F is normalized across the entire product space. The philosophy
used to normalize the product–function matrix relies on two complemen-
tary points:

(1) all products are of equal importance, and
(2) products with more sub-functions are more complex; therefore the

customer need ratings must be normalized to account for varying
complexity.

The first point is realized by scaling the customer need rating of each sub-
function such that the sum of a given product’s sub-function customer need
ratings equals the average sum of the customer need rating for all products.
This normalization expresses each sub-function customer need rating as a
fraction of the average sum of customer need ratings for all products. The
complexity issue of the second point is addressed by scaling each product
sub-function by the ratio of the number of product sub-functions to the
average number of sub-functions per product. Thus, more complex pro-
ducts (ones with more sub-functions) receive a higher normalized customer
need rating.

Once implemented, the normalized version ofF, N, has elements

νij = φijS η̄
ηj
D · Sµj

µ̄D, (1)

where the average customer need rating is

η̄ =
1
n

Σ
m

i = 1
Σ
n

j = 1
φij, (2)

the total customer need rating for thejth product is

ηj = Σ
m

i = 1
φij, (3)
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the number of functions in thejth product is

µj = Σ
m

i = 1
H(φij), (4)

and the average number of functions is

µ̄ =
1
n

Σ
m

i = 1
Σ
n

j = 1
H(φij). (5)

H is a Heaviside function,n is the number of products andm is the total
number of different sub-functions for all products.

Normalizing theF matrix provides a level playing field on which to com-
pare products. The averaging and scaling technique defined above is an
intuitive way to account for variations in customer needs and functional
models.

3.1.6 Example: normalizing the product–function matrix
Continuing with the prior example, we apply the normalization procedure
outlined above to the product database to account for any variation in
customer need and complexity of the functional model. Using Equation
(3), the total customer need ratings for the screwdriver and sander are 85
and 114, respectively. Likewise, from Equation (4), the total numbers of
functions are 18 and 21, respectively. Computing the averages (from Equa-
tions (2) and (5)) givesη̄ = 99.5 andµ̄ = 19.5 for the database. Now, these
values are substituted into Equation (1) to produceN, which is shown in
Figure 7. As expected, the normalization process increases the relatively
lower values of the screwdriver and reduces the values of the sander. While
this example is a simple application, this technique becomes crucial as the
database grows and receives contributions from different sources.

3.2 Product families
The first three steps of the product architecture methodology create a pro-
duct database from quantitative functional models. Now the product datab-
ase can be manipulated to identify groups of products sharing similar func-
tion and customer needs, known as product families. In terms of product
architecture, this technique offers many opportunities. For instance, product
families lend themselves to a modular architecture, allowing a family to
use a set of core components. Also, a new product’s functional model can
be used to find its product ‘relatives’ and use existing knowledge to guide
its development. The next step of the methodology explains how to do this.
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3.2.1 Step 4: compute the product–product matrix
Product families are generated based on customer weighted sub-function
similarity across a set of products. The product similarity method uses the
product–function matrixN, which is a collection of product vectors in
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sub-function space. The product vectors that result from Equation (1) are
renormalized such that their norm is 1. The renormalization is strictly for
convenience, as shown later. To create the product family, one product is
chosen as the generating product. This choice is the product against which
all other products will be compared. Then the inner product is calculated
between the normalized generating product vector and each of the remain-
ing normalized product vectors. Forming the inner product between the
generating producta and another productb, asb, gives the projection of
the productb on the generating producta. The inner product of a product
with itself (the completely similar product) is 1 and the inner product of
a product with one that shares no sub-functions in common is zero.

Matrix multiplication allows all the projections for all possible generating
products to be obtained in a compact form. This matrix of projections is

L = N̂TN̂, (6)

whereN̂ is the matrix of unity normalized product vectors (each vector of
N is renormalized to one), similar toN. Each element ofL, λij, is the
projection of theith product on thejth product.L is known as the product–
product matrix.

The product–product matrixL is customer need based. Another method to
determine similarity is to examine sub-function commonality without
regard to customer needs. Here we use a binary form ofN, calledB, where
each component of the matrix receives a 1 if the product has the sub-
function or a zero if it does not. SubstitutingB for N̂ in Equation (6)
produces a matrix with elements that list the percentage of sub-functions
the two products have in common.

Therefore,L and its binary counterpartB produce different product family
rankings.L includes customer needs in its formulation. Thus, it not only
identifies common sub-functions, but also products with similar levels of
customer needs. The binary similarity ranking is also shown in the example
that follows for comparison.

3.2.2 Example: computing a product family
The SKIL power screwdriver of the previous examples is used to generate
a product family. Here, a 70-product database24,26,31, is used to generate
the product family. The database is not repeated here, as it is a 147 sub-
function× 70 product matrix. Following the outlined procedure,N is renor-
malized such that the product vectors each have a norm of 1. ThenL is
formed, and the column corresponding to the SKIL power screwdriver is
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sorted in descending order. The top ten products most similar to the SKIL
screwdriver are listed in Table 3.

There are several things to note from Table 3. First, as expected, the simi-
larity index for the SKIL power screwdriver compared with itself is 1.
Also, agreeing with our intuition, the Black and Decker cordless screw-
driver is the most similar product to the SKIL power screwdriver. This
result makes sense as the two products compete for the same customer
market and appear physically similar. The subsequent products’ similarity,
though, is increasingly less intuitive. For instance, would an observer think
that the SKIL screwdriver is similar to a cheese grater? Indeed they are,
sharing 64% of the same customer need weighted sub-functions and
approximately half of the actual sub-functions. How is knowledge of the
cheese grater’s similarity useful? Both convert high speed rotation into low
speed rotation to increase torque. Possibly a solution principle in the cheese
grater (which is an electrical device with a rotating drum to grate the
cheese) could be used in the power screwdriver to improve its performance,
or spur another creative solution. More generally, though, product families
lead designers to consider products and their solutions that are not neces-
sarily intuitive or that would have been otherwise ignored. This could
prompt the adoption of a surprising technology in a product.

Note that the percentage of sub-functions in common does not decrease as
the similarity index. Coupling functionality and customer needs provides
a clearer picture of how products relate to each other.

Recall the dominant flow heuristic identified an electrical supply module
for the power screwdriver. This product family presents a list of potential
products that could utilize such a module. The universal electrical supply
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Table 3 Product family with SKIL power screwdriver as the generating product

Product Similarity index,λij % of sub-functions in common

SKIL power screwdriver 1.0000 100
B&D cordless screwdriver 0.7652 95
Braun hand blender 0.7430 42
Durabuilt hand vacuum 0.6615 53
B&D weed trimmer 0.6469 37
Krups cheese grater 0.6460 47
Mini Pro hair dryer 0.6354 32
DeWalt sander 0.5816 42
Radio controlled truck 0.5796 37
Battery operated toothbrush 0.5668 53



module could provide the electricity and actuation of electricity to drive
units that function as screwdrivers, blenders, vacuums, graters, small san-
ders, trimmers, toys or toothbrushes. The method provides greater insight
into the relationships between different products.

3.3 Aggregate customer need ratings
In this phase of the methodology, modular product architectures are
assessed to see how well a module meets customer needs. A functional
definition of a module, such as the one reviewed in section 3, is required
as input to this step, along with a normalized product–function matrix.

3.3.1 Step 5: compute the aggregate customer need
rating
The strategy of Step 5 is to use the customer need ratings for the sub-
functions to compute an overall, or aggregate, customer need rating for a
group of sub-functions defining a module. To do this, we first compute the
sum of the products of the customer need ratings (for the sub-functions of
the module under consideration) for each product in the normalized pro-
duct–function matrix. This takes the form

sj9 = Σ
n

p = 1
S P

fj

i = 1
νipD, (7)

where n is the number of products,g is the number of modules in the
product under investigation,j = 1..g indicating the module to which the
value corresponds andfj is the number of sub-functions in modulej. Here,
νip is the element ofN corresponding to theith sub-function of modulej
in the pth product. A non-zero contribution to the function importances9j

relies on the existence of all sub-functions in a product.

To maintain the customer need scale of 6, thefjth root of the multiplicative

product P
fj

i = 1
νip is taken. The sum is divided by the number of products,n.

Equation (7) becomes

sj =
1
n

Σ
n

p = 1

fj! P
fj

i = 1
νip. (8)

The valuesj is the aggregate customer need rating for modulej. The meas-
ure of sj is still on a 6 point scale. For example, ifs2 has a value of 6, the
combination of sub-functions in module 2 is a ‘must’ for all products in
the database.
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3.3.2 The resolution ofsj

Customer need ratings initially have a resolution of 1, on a 6 point integer
scale. Equations (1)–(8) generate values ofs that are not integers. The
sensitivity of the aggregate customer need ratings to a change in initial
customer need rating of one point is evident in at least the second deci-
mal place23.

3.3.3 Choice of database
A brief clarification of the type of database used for this step is necessary.
The equations developed above in Step 5 are applicable to an entire product
database. However, in practice, it is more meaningful to operate on a subset
of the product database as defined by a product family set. This produces
values ofs that are less diluted; showing differences well above the resol-
ution limit discussed above. To do this, the product family subset is renor-
malized (using their original product vectors) following the procedure of
Step 3.

3.3.4 Example: computing the aggregate customer need
ratings for a modular product
Consider the following scenario. Company A wants to enter the power
tools market with a power screwdriver product. They develop a functional
model of their power screwdriver (the function structure in Figure 4) and
apply the module heuristics to identify modules. The design team has done
its homework—collected customer need ratings, created a product database
and computed a product family (as shown in the Step 4 example) based
on its functional model of the power screwdriver. Now they want to know
which of the identified modules best meet their customers’ needs. Follow-
ing Step 5, here is what they find.

First a subset of the original database identified by the top ten products of
the product family is renormalized to form a smaller product family datab-
ase. This database is shown in Figure 8. Then Equation (8) is used to
compute the aggregate customer need ratings for the six modules identified
of the power screwdriver (shown in Table 4).

Table 4 shows that for the top ten product subset, theelectricity to torque
module has the highest aggregate customer need rating. In fact, this compu-
tation is supported by power screwdrivers currently on the market. These
three sub-functions are typically found as a module, utilizing standard
components and having minimal interactions with other parts of the pro-
duct. For company A, the aggregate customer need rating directs their
development of modules. In other words, it says to Company A that the
electricity to torquemodule could be used in several different products. In
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Figure 8 Normalized product–function matrix,N, for the power screwdriver product family



fact, it should guide designers to see if such a module is available off the
shelf or if they should develop the module and sell it to other manufac-
turers. Along the same lines, the aggregate customer need rating could
support the development of a portfolio of products based on one or more
common core modules.

Aggregate customer need ratings also offer input to decisions on overlap-
ping modules. In the case where the heuristics have identified overlapping
modules, the aggregate rating indicates which module best addresses cus-
tomer needs. Specifically, Table 4 shows that of the overlapping modules
electricity to torqueand torque transmission, the former best meets cus-
tomer needs for this family of products. One possible outcome here is that
Company A makes a modular power screwdriver that consists of anelec-
tricity to torquedrive unit and asupply electricitypower supply unit. This
creates a novel power screwdriver design that is supported by customer
needs.

The next highest value is for thesupply electricitymodule. Though its
value indicates it is on the same level as a supporting function, it offers
the next highest payoff in terms of customer needs.

As a comparison,s is computed for the top fivefunctionally similar pro-
ducts to the power screwdriver (recall the calculation shown in the Step 4
example). This narrower database augments the values since the products
share more sub-functions in common. Notice now that four modules are
considered more important than supporting.

3.4 Reality check
The method of quantitative functional models is based on a body of empiri-
cal data from customer needs and functional descriptions of actual pro-
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Table 4 Aggregate customer need ratings for the SKIL power screwdriver family

Aggregate CN rating
Modules (from heuristics): functional description Top 10 products Top 5 products

Electricity to torque: convert electricity to torque, change torque, 2.225 3.565
transmit torque
Supply electricity: store electricity, supply electricity, actuate 0.835 1.67
electricity, regulate electricity
Torque transmission: change torque, transmit torque, rotate solid, 0.764 1.529
dissipate torque
Coupling/decoupling: couple solid, secure solid, separate solid 0.619 1.238
Manual use: secure rotation, dissipate torque, allow rotational DOF 0.444 0.889
Positioning: regulate rotation, regulate translation 0.4 0.8



ducts. The method allows designers to make inferences about new products
based on this data. While techniques for costing components are well
developed, this method offers a novel way to choose modules based on
customer needs and product function.

There are limitations, however. Functional models and thorough sets of
customer needs are needed to form the database—a non-trivial exercise.
Also, the functional models must be expressed in a consistent language
(i.e. their sub-function description) to make their manipulation meaningful.
The correlation of customer need to sub-function is still not precise, and
it is possible that different designers may produce different product vectors.
However, identifying the functionality should be greatly improved with a
consistent language of functions and flows.

4 Summary
This article presents a methodology for transforming customer need rank-
ings and function structures into quantitative functional models. The quan-
titative functional models are arranged in a product database used to com-
pute product families and aggregate customer need ratings for modules. It
also represents a novel way to archive and communicate product design
knowledge.

The quantitative functional model method is presented as it applies to pro-
duct architecture. The product–function matrix provides a normalized look
at a set of products with different functions and different customer needs.
This approach, in essence, allows customer needs to be gathered by many
individuals and organized into a cohesive database. The product–product
matrix produces sets of products that are closely related in terms of func-
tionality and customer need. These sets are called product families and
are noted to offer opportunities for various types of modularity, especially
component sharing and component swapping. Within the product family,
the aggregate customer need rating quantifies how the combination of the
sub-functions defining a module satisfies customer needs. The module heu-
ristic methods described in section 3 are used to define modules.

4.1 Compelling reasons to implement the quantitative
functional model method
As mentioned in section 3.4, there are costs associated with developing
a quantitative functional model database. However, we believe there are
numerous benefits which offset those costs. We conclude this article with
an itemized list of this method’s benefits, grouped into three main categor-
ies.
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4.1.1 Identification of product families

I Facilitates a search for new markets to enter such that a company can
leverage its experience.

I Aids concept generation by identifying similar products, in terms of
function and customer needs, which can be examined for solution prin-
ciples.

I Product families provide product sources for benchmarking purposes
in methods such as Quality Functional Deployment.

4.1.2 Choice of modules to develop

I Aggregate customer need rating can be used to determine which over-
lapping module to develop.

I It also provides a quantitative basis for the selection of common core
modules for portfolio products.

4.1.3 Recording design knowledge

I Quantitative functional models are an archival and searchable form of
corporate design knowledge.

I Repository of design knowledge can be established over time.
I Repositories present a potential to market information to other entities,

since knowledge consists of functional and customer needs information
instead of proprietary form knowledge.
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